



































































































































lipschitzfctsd.nl
Theorem4 characterization of W 9
Let r be open and bold w JR of
class C Then u R R is Lipschitz continuous
if and only if we W r
Proof
Let u be arbitrary and consider the
extension Eutt then from Tum l 85.4

Eutt a e in R 9 Eu has compact support
within 112

Now assume that new 9r Tew R
Then Ut Me Tt where He is the standard mollifier
is smooth and satisfies

Ut U uniformly as E O

Auellearn e HDutlearn

Re

IN47112 is defined by
gas explant if hotel

0 if 1 14
where cost smart
ii for each Ero set Meas ME we

call Me the standard mollifier The Ets
Me are C satisfy

SuznMedx I spH9dcB6






































































































































Let xyelR bearbitrary stxty then we have

u4x utly fiftuttxth Hyldt
So Dutftxtll ttyldt.hr y

which implies

tutti utlylleHDutkqrylx YKHDuhqnytxy.li
Let E 0 then

tuk lily le HDuthq.am x yl
for all x yeah Restrict x y to R G we
have a c 412 is Lipschitz continuous W

Assume u C R is Lipschitz continuous and

therefore

HDihulkerselipod
for each fixed i I n and thus there exists
a fat vie ECR and a subsea he O
s t

2Dinu Vi weakly in Lalr
Let Ole 9 2 and consequently

SRnudxidx nttfoSRUD.to dx
hiEsokfpihtufddx

fanVidDX
which holds for all Ge RT and so

Vi Uxi for it n Since U vie L Cr

we have new 9r
I
















































































































Differentiability
Definition differentiable
A fat u AIR is differentiable at xer if
there exists aelkh such that

Uly UCH1 a y At olly xD as y x

ie
um lucyl ucxl a.CM 0y sx1y x1

If a exists it is unique and we write a Duly which
is called the gradient of a

theorem Differentiability almost everywhere
Assume Ue wide for some nepen Then u is

differentiable a e in R and it's gradient equals
it's weak gradient a e
Proof
Assume n pea Notethat W TR cW KR and

therefore everything that follows holds for p o but

requires different notation A variant of the proof
Morrey's is kosher for

of Morrey's inequality provides aL obfiotshihisoniyriannies

144 rate Crt Yo Spg amDvCzyPdz
frnepea

forall yeBCxir 4 all C Ets v and therefore by
approximation any new depends only on pain
Let uCWII.br Now for almost every xeR
Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem FEM requires local

summability implies
fpu.rs Duk7 DuCzIlPdz 0 as r O



Where Da is the weak derivative of u
Fix an arbitrary xer and define

vly uly UK Dulx g x
then note that 4 1 0 Estimate is now

1Vp
Idly UCH Dum ly HIEN SBcx.amDCulzi Ucx Dulx CzxDPdz

Er ftp.cx.am Pulz Ducx1lPdzYP

Crt fCrnfBcx2rylDuH DuCxHPdz

Thanks to fecrlfrxx.sn DuhI
Dulx1lPdz

Lebesgue Differentiation OcrTheorem

as r o Note that as r o y X
and therefore

luly UK Dum lyHl ollyxD as y x

which implies his differentiable at a e XER and by
uniqueness it's gradient equals it's weak gradient



Theoremle Rademacher's Thm

Let u be locally Lipschitz continuous in r Then u

is differentiable almost everywhere in R
Theorems 3,45 mostly imply this almost directly

Notation
it is the Fourier transform of a 4 it is the inverse
Fourier transform

FourierMethods Recall tf wk also it
theorem Characterization of H by Fourier transform isHilbert

Let k be a nonnegative integer
it a fat ue Rn belongs to HMRh if and only if

CHlytkuCL.HR
iit In addition there exists a Go sit

EHUHtiyyelkttlylt.lu leurnfClluHHkcRY
for each ueH4R4

Properties we will need
1 if ueilRY then Hulleary Hilleary Hilleary
2 DI Light
3 fur dx S.IE dy

Proof
itAssume first Ue HMMM Then for each multindex
Idek we have Phelim Now if Uec
has compact spt we have

DI iyYU
according to Thin 2 in 5043.1



Approximating by smooth functions we deduce

DTitiyya
for all UeHHRM which implies CiyKueEHR for
each late k Notethat since Dhetinn we

have HDhullourn
HDTellearnigthen
SIDHI'd.EE lDduTdx

SEulDTrI2dy
SE KiyYnl2dy
SET.ie yl4ul2dyfpicking
2C flyPalardy d Kei

abso thenTherefore CatbPe maxEa.b

fwgpktufe CSIN.at IEamYiaY Cminea.b3B

Then 226267

San lHtyM4uPdy entity htTdy
Hallie CHDKUHI

2e CHUHHK

dtly.lk ueL7Rh it
Now assume Htylk UEL7lRh 4 Kkk Then

llciykullzaeye S.ru yRH1uidyECHlHlyl4ullIqaza
iyYueL4lRh

Define
µ y TT



Then for all of494124
San D 4 Udx firnlDHudy

snnliydcfudy.tl
lanotcytudy

CD fan daddy
Ua Ddu in the weak sense and since

we teeth this implies pduetl.IR for
all Kkk and we conclude that UeH4R7
it follows immediately

II

Definition
Assume O s and helical Then ueH4RY
if Hythe441124 For nonintegers s we set

HUHHqyzyi lkltlylslulleu.ee
showed that this an
equivalent norm to 141124


